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Abstract 
Since June 28th, 1982, the PUSPATI TRIGA Reactor (RTP) operates safely with an accumulated energy release of 
about 17,200MWhr, which corresponds to about 882g of uranium burn-up. The reactor core has been reconfigured 
15th times. Presently, there are 111 TRIGA fuel elements in the core, which 66 of the fuel elements are from the initial 
criticality while the rest of the fuel elements have been added to compensate the uranium consumption. As 59% of the 
fuel elements are older than 30 years old, it is necessary to put the history of every fuel element in a database for 
easy access of the fuel element movement, inspection results history and integrity status. This paper intends to 
describe how the fuel element database is developed and related formulae used in determining the RTP fuel element 
elongation. 

Issues 
 limited physical storage availability 
 difficulty on searching for a specific criteria  
 difficult to make back up because every page/card 

would have to be re-written or photocopied that will 
need extra physical storage space  

 to avoid the miscalculated elongation 
measurement 

Database Framework 
 
 
 

Modules 
 Data Entry 

Consists of fuel element ID, location of the fuel element from the 
initial core until current position, core configuration number, 
inspection date and measurement reading.  
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 Report 
Generate report on fuel element elongation, details history and 
elongation graph. 
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Example of data in  entry module 

Generated Report 
Item Limiting Condition for Safe Operation (22.4) - The licensee shall 
ensure that the reactor cannot be operated if the Standard TRIGA Fuel 
Element (FE) is damaged. Standard TRIGA fuel element is considered 
defective and should be removed from the reactor core if: 
 bending from its original state exceeding 1.60 mm (0.06inch) 
 the elongation from its original state is more than 2.54 mm 

(0.1inch) 
 there is a cladding defect through visual observation or have shown 

release of fission product. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fuel Element Elongation Graph 

Future Plan 
The validation and verification process will be performed 
in the near future to ensure the reliability of this database.  
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